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BUSINESS MODEL

CONSENSUS FRAMEWORKS

Business Model Development of the

3 MyHealth@Age Services at Each Trial Site
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Part 1 – application of SLEPT* to each service at each trial site (this will
be done with HWOs in the first instance)

*SLEPT – is essentially a framework that can guild our consideration of the Macro-environmental
factors that may potential impact each of the 3 services.

Background to SLEPT: (sometimes referred to as a PEST analysis)

A SLEPT analysis is an investigation of the Socio-Cultural, Legal, Economic, Political, and Technological
influences on an organisation.

Social factors relate to pattern of behaviour, tastes, and lifestyles. A major component of this is a change in
consumer behaviour resulting from changes in fashions and styles. The age structure of the population also
alters over time (currently we have an ageing population). An understanding of social change gives business a
better feel for the future market situation.

Laws are continually being updated in a wide range of areas, e.g. consumer protection legislation,
environmental legislation, health & safety and employment law, etc. Businesses need to take a pro-active
approach and be ahead of these changes, rather than hurriedly making alterations to products and processes
in a reactive way.

Economic changes are closely related to social ones. The economy goes through a series of fluctuations
associated with general booms and slumps in economic activity. In a boom nearly all businesses benefit and in
a slump most lose out. Other economic changes that affect business include changes in the interest rate, wage
rates, and the rate of inflation (i.e. general level of increase in prices). Businesses will be more encouraged to
expand and take risks when economic conditions are right, e.g. low interest rates and rising demand.

Political changes relate to changes in government influence. In recent years these changes have been
particularly significant because as members of the European Union we have to adopt directives and regulations
created by the EU which then become part of UK law. Political changes are closely tied up with legal changes.

Changes in technology have also become particularly significant in the post-millennium world. This is
particularly true in terms of modern communication technologies. The creation of databases and electronic
communications have enabled vast quantities of information to be shared and quickly distributed in a modern
company enabling vast cost reductions, and often improvements in service. Organisations need to be aware of
the latest relevant technologies for their business in order to keep up with the rapid changes that are occurring
in this field and benefit from these changes.

All industries are influenced by SLEPT factors.

As an example, just a few of the SLEPT factors affecting the airline industry in recent years include:

Socio-Cultural: increased popularity of foreign travel leading to a boom in demand for air travel.
However, this has been adversely affected by international terrorism.

Legal: there are increasingly tight rules about the materials that need to go into aircraft construction in
order to make them safer and more resistant to fire hazards. This has had the impact of raising costs.

Economic: lower interest rates have meant that people have more disposable income to spend on
luxuries like long distance air travel.

Political: the development of freedom of movement and trade in the European Union has led to
greater levels of competition on European routes coupled with increased movement of people.

Technological: modern aircraft are safer and more economic to run than in the past making possible
cheap air travel.
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Part 2 of Business Model Development (to be applied at a later stage with
HWOs & SMEs in each trial site for each service)

Application of Nine Building Blocks Model to the three MyHealth@Age services in each trial site. This Nine
Building Blocks model requires the feedback of multistakeholders including HWOs, SMEs and individual clients.

Background to Nine Building Blocks Model
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Business Model Design Template: Nine Building Blocks
and Their Relationships - Osterwalder 2004

Conceptualisations of business models try to formalize informal descriptions into building blocks and their
relationships. While many different conceptualizations exist Osterwalder proposed a synthesis of different
conceptualizations into a single reference model based on the similarities of a large range of models, and
constitutes a business model design template which allows enterprises to describe their business model:

Infrastructure
Core capabilities: The capabilities and competencies necessary to execute a company's business
model.
Partner network: The business alliances which complement other aspects of the business model.
Value configuration: The rationale which makes a business mutually beneficial for a business and its
customers.

Offering
Value proposition: The products and services a business offers. Quoting Osterwalder (2004), a value
proposition "is an overall view of .. products and services that together represent value for a specific
customer segment. It describes the way a firm differentiates itself from its competitors and is the reason
why customers buy from a certain firm and not from another."
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Customers
Target customer: The target audience for a business' products and services.
Distribution channel: The means by which a company delivers products and services to customers.
This includes the company's marketing and distribution strategy.
Customer relationship: The links a company establishes between itself and its different customer
segments. The process of managing customer relationships is referred to as customer relationship
management.

Finances
Cost structure: The monetary consequences of the means employed in the business model.
Revenue: The way a company makes money through a variety of revenue flows. A company's income.


